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We met accordingly, the Monday and Tuesday following,
and deliberated with the same secrecy as before. On Wednes-
day we assembled again to put the final touch to our work.
Our conference was long, and the result of it was, that M. and
Madame du Maine were to be arrested on the morrow; all the
necessary arrangements were made, and, as we thought, with,
the utmost secrecy. Nevertheless, the orders given to the
regiment of the guards, and to the musketeers, somehow or
other transpired during the evening, and gave people reason to
believe that something considerable was in contemplation. On.
leaving the conference, I arranged with Le Blanc that, when
the blow was struck, he should inform me by simply sending a
servant to inquire after my health.
The morrow, about ten o'clock in the morning, having noise-
lessly and without show placed the body guard around Sceaux,
La Billardikre, lieutenant of the regiment, entered there, and
arrested the Due du Maine as he was leaving his chapel after
hearing mass, and very respectfully begged him not to re-enter
the house, but to mount immediately into a coach which he
had brought. M. du Maine, who had expected this arrest, and
who had had time to put his papers in order, made not the
slightest resistance. He replied that he had anticipated this
compliment for some days, and at once moved into the coach.
La Billardi&re placed himself by his side, and in front was an
exempt of the body-guards, and Favancourt, brigadier in the
first company of musqueteers, destined to guard him in his
prison.
As these two latter persons did not appear before the Due
du Maine until the moment he entered the coach, he appeared
surprised and moved to see Favancourt. He would not have
been at the exempt, but the sight of the other depressed him.
He asked La Billardi&re what this meant. Billardiere could
not dissimulate that Favancourt had orders to accompany him,
and to remain with him in the place to which they were going.
Favancoxirt himself took this moment to pay his compliments
as best he might to the Due du Maine, to which the Due replied
but little, and that in a civil and apprehensive manner. These

